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DATA TABLE DETAILS
Data table includes:
• Profiling by cross-tabs including Portraits segmentations, gender, age, income,
location, wine involvement and purchase frequency change during lockdown
• Tracking against past waves where available
• This data table includes October 2017 and July 2020
• All significances highlighted
Example screenshot of data table:
Data will not be blurred when you receive the report

Wine Intelligence
market experts
are available to
help you
understand the
data table
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PACKAGING FORMATS TESTED

Standard glass
bottle (750 ml)

Wine in a can

Large bottle /
magnum (1.5L)

Large cask
(4 or 5L)

Small bottle
(single serve)

Half bottle
(375ml)

Small cask
(2 or 3L)

Packaging formats were shown in a randomised order to avoid bias
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INTRODUCTION
Our 2020 study of wine packaging formats
in the Australian market shows a noticeable
increase in awareness of alternative
packaging types amongst Australian wine
consumers.
However, this increased awareness is not
necessarily translating into increased
purchase levels. In the case of wine in
cans, awareness has grown significantly
over the past three years, yet
the
conversion to purchase rate amongst
those aware of wine in cans has declined
over the same period, meaning that
growing awareness is not currently
translating across to purchase at the same
rate. Trade experts predict that there are
opportunities for smaller formats to support
increasing moves to alcohol moderation
and consumer demand for single serve to
increase choice of products.
Casks continue to perform well in the
Australian market, with a significant
increase in awareness of smaller casks
since 2017. However, casks of all size
remain primarily associated with value for
money and lower quality wine – a legacy
they are yet to move away from. The main
barrier
to
purchasing
alternative
packaging formats is the long-standing
and habitual preference for standard glass

bottles, with these being more dominant in
Australia
than
other
comparable
established markets. Smaller format bottles
continue to be seen as delivering
comparatively poor value for money, whilst
magnums are seen as less practical and
portable. In terms of which types of
consumers are leading the opportunity for
alternative formats for wine in Australia,
awareness of these options is significantly
higher amongst older ‘Boomer’ consumers.
As for wine in cans, countering the typical
view of trade experts, awareness of wine in
cans is actually significantly higher
amongst 40-55 year olds rather than
amongst younger Gen Z and Millennials
consumers. However, despite having
generally lower awareness of alternative
wine packaging formats, purchase of these
formats is higher amongst younger drinkers,
once they become aware of the options
available.
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EXAMPLE SLIDE:

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Despite lower awareness levels of alternative formats for wine, purchase of
alternative wine packaging formats is higher amongst Gen-Z and Millennials once
they are aware of these options
WHAT DO MARKET EXPERTS SAY?
Despite younger consumers having generally lower awareness levels of alternative
wine packaging formats, they are more likely to purchase these alternative packaging
types compared with other Australian consumers, particularly 1.5L and 375ml glass
bottles
The view amongst the trade is that these younger consumers are more willing to
purchase alternative formats due to their experimental nature and consuming wine
more frequently at occasions best suited for alternative packaging, such as outdoor
events

Wine Intelligence Trade Interview Programme 2020
Red / Blue: Statistically significantly higher / lower than all Australian regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Australia, Jul’20, n=1,000 Australian regular wine drinkers

“Cans are driven by the under 30s. They are
more open minded about wine and having
different occasions that they're buying it for”
Marketing Manager, Producer, Australia
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EXAMPLE SLIDE: PACKAGING CONVERSION
Standard glass bottles (750ml) outperform all other packaging types in terms of
converting those aware of each format into purchasers

Packaging conversion
% who have purchased each packaging type in the past 6 months
Base = All Australian regular wine drinkers who are aware of the following packaging formats for wine

89%

24%

Standard glass bottle
(750 ml)

Large cask (4 or 5L)

21%

18%

17%

Half bottle (375ml) Large bottle / magnum Small cask (2 or 3L)
(1.5L)

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Australia, Jul’20, n=1,000 Australian regular wine drinkers

13%

11%

Small bottle (single
serve)

Wine in a can
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EXAMPLE SLIDE: PACKAGING CONSIDERATION
Reflecting their purchasing behaviour, higher involved consumers are more likely to
consider purchasing large bottles / magnums (1.5L) in the future

Packaging consideration: By wine involvement
% who would consider buying wine in the following types of packaging formats
Base = All Australian regular wine drinkers who are aware of the following packaging formats for wine

Rank
2020
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

n=
Standard glass bottle (750 ml)
Half bottle (375ml)
Large bottle / magnum (1.5L)
Large cask (4 or 5L)
Small bottle (single serve)
Small cask (2 or 3L)
Wine in a can

Australian regular
wine drinkers
1,000
91%
38%
37%
34%
33%
32%
28%

Wine involvement
Low
Medium
High
involvement involvement involvement
279
403
318
90%
92%
92%
33%
38%
43%
26%
36%
47%
34%
33%
36%
26%
33%
37%
31%
32%
34%
27%
28%
29%

Red / Blue: Statistically significantly higher / lower than all Australian regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Australia, Jul’20, n=1,000 Australian regular wine drinkers
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: QUANTITATIVE

The data for this report was collected in Australia in
October 2017 and July 2020
Data was gathered via Wine Intelligence’s Vinitrac® online
survey

n=
Gender

Age

Respondents were screened to ensure that they were at
least 18 years old; drank red, white or rosé wine at least
once a month; and have bought wine in the off-premise
or in the on-premise
Region

Invalid respondents (those who sped through the survey
or gave inconsistent answers to selected questions) were
removed before analysis
The data is representative of Australian regular wine
drinkers in terms of gender, age and region
The distribution of the sample is shown in the table:

Male
Female
Total
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over
Total
Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia
Total

Oct-17
1,000
50%
50%
100%
13%
19%
16%
15%
16%
20%
100%
1%
33%
2%
18%
7%
1%
29%
9%
100%

Jul-20
1,000
54%
46%
100%
9%
19%
18%
19%
16%
19%
100%
1%
33%
1%
20%
7%
3%
25%
9%
100%

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Australia, October
2017 (n=1,000) and July 2020 (n=1,000) Australian
regular wine drinkers
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Connecting wine businesses with
knowledge and insights globally

Wine Intelligence London (Head Office)
109 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London
SE1 3LJ
Telephone:
Email:
Website:
Follow us:

+44 (0)20 8194 0090
info@wineintelligence.com
www.wineintelligence.com
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